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Use this SEO worksheet from digital marketing expert Kim Herrington to get a picture of your website’s rankings in search results 
and nail down the most important steps to improve your site’s Google search ranking. 

Step 1: Figure out what keywords your website ranks for
Get a good picture of how Google sees your website by taking a look at your website in an SEO tool. Try SEMRush to find the keywords your website 
ranks for at the top. 

1. Go to SEMRush.com and put your website address into the search bar. This will pull up the Domain Overview Report.

2. Click on the View Full Report button on Top Organic Keywords to view your website’s rankings. This report will show you the top 10 keywords your 
website ranks for using the free report. Make note of these keywords.

3. Do some quick thinking about these keywords: 
 Are they related to your company’s brand name and main services or products? 
 Are they keywords that you would want your website to rank for?

4. Click the SERP (Search Engine Results Page) in the second to far right column to see a screenshot of the results page. Does your website rank 
above your closest competitors?

5. After looking through some of these SERPs for keywords your website ranks for, you’ll have a good idea of who your competitors are in search 
results. Scroll to the top and put the website addresses of your competitors, one by one, into the report bar.

 Note the keywords they rank on top for. 
 Are there any keywords you should rank for, but don’t? Make note of these keywords.

Keep in mind that search results are personalized. That means when you enter a keyword in Google, your results might not match findings from SEO 
reporting tools. Use a reputable tool to get the most accurate results. 

Need help? GoDaddy’s Search Engine Visibility tool analyzes your website for SEO opportunities, walks you through 
suggested improvements, and automatically publishes your approved changes on your website. 

https://www.godaddy.com/?isc=cardigan
https://www.orsanna.com/
https://www.semrush.com/
https://www.godaddy.com/online-marketing/seo-tools?isc=cardigan
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Step 2: Determine what keywords you should be ranking for and set goals
Now that you have a better understanding of your business’s search ranking in comparison to your competitors, it’s time to determine the keywords you want to 
rank for overall (beyond the keywords you’ve already found).

1. Besides your business name, what is the most important phrase or search term someone might use when looking for a business like yours? 
 Consider your industry.
 Consider your geographic location.
 Consider your unique selling proposition.

Pro tip: Keywords can even be whole sentences.

2. Go to SEMRush.com and put this phrase or keyword into the search bar. Scroll down to the Related Keywords report and click the View Full Report button. 

This report shows other keywords you might like to rank for, with the number of monthly searches for that keyword and the difficulty for ranking. Most websites 
can successfully target keywords that are below about 70-percent difficulty. 

3. Make note of keywords you’d like your business to rank for.

4. Repeat this process — looking at different keywords and their related keywords — until you have a list of the most important keywords you’d like to rank for in 
Google search results.

Get tips for mastering keyword search. 

https://www.godaddy.com/?isc=cardigan
https://www.godaddy.com/garage/smallbusiness/launch/find-your-unique-selling-proposition-to-build-a-website-that-really-works/
https://www.godaddy.com/garage/webpro/design/mastering-keyword-search-to-attract-new-clients/
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Step 3: Start optimizing website content
Armed with your keywords, the next step is to start putting them into the right places on your website to improve its SEO. 

 Page title. Google uses the title of your page to rank your content. Make sure your page title has your most important keyword incorporated in a natural way.

 Meta description. Google doesn’t use meta descriptions to rank websites, but meta descriptions that include target keywords can help your website score 
more clicks from search engines. In addition to using keywords in your description, include a strong call-to-action to get the searcher to click through from 
search results.

 First sentence. Incorporate your main keyword at the beginning of your website’s home page copy to indicate its importance to Google. Try to use it in the 
first few words of the first sentence.

 Headings. Incorporate keywords in your H1 and other headings. Use synonyms and secondary keywords in your headings to avoid being repetitive. You 
should only have one H1 heading per page. 

 Learn more about meta tags and the head section of a website. 

 Image file name. Before you upload images to your website, be sure to name them with descriptive file names that use keywords. 

 Image alt tags. In the HTML behind the image, include keywords into your image alt tags to give Google more context about your images.

 Page URL. Try to incorporate your keyword(s) in your page URL. Remember: Create a redirect if you change a URL so you don’t lose any SEO!

 Learn how to avoid the dreaded 404 error by creating a redirect. 

 Website copy. Website pages should contain at least 300 words. Use your target keywords, as well as synonyms and secondary keywords, throughout the 
copy. Be sure to only use as many keywords as feels natural and without being overly repetitive. 

Ready to get started? Follow these three steps to begin bettering your website’s Google search ranking — and make it easier for more 
customers to find your business on the web! 

https://www.godaddy.com/?isc=cardigan
https://www.godaddy.com/garage/smallbusiness/market/meta-tags-and-the-head-section-of-a-website/
https://www.godaddy.com/garage/webpro/design/make-google-readers-happy-fix-404-error/

